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Case Study:  East London LJA (Apr – Jun 2014) 

Percentage of defendants 

going through East London 

out of the London LJA total  

Number of defendants going 

through East London 

Trial delay - Longest first listing to 

completion times in court 

High Ineffective Trial Rate 
Victim/Witness dropout to be addressed 

Local court issues: Disproportionate 

performance at Stratford Magistrates’  

Main issues in East London LJA: 

Number of days taken from first 

listing to completion, worst in 

London and 10.4 days higher 

than the London LJA average 

Number of days taken from 

Offence to completion 

(second highest in London) 

Effective Trial rate in East 

London LJA is lower than 

the London magistrates’ 

average of 52.7%.  

Ineffective Trial rate in East 

London LJA is higher than 

the London magistrates’ 

average of 17.9%.  

Further analysis showed that cases going through Stratford 

Magistrates’ Court took longer to complete than in Waltham Forest 

Magistrates’ Courts where traffic cases are heard.   

Offence to completion in East LJA in Apr – Jun 2014 
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OFFENCE ANALYSIS 



Caseload of Summary motoring offences impact on the overall 

timeliness of cases through London Magistrates’ Courts 

Timeliness of non-motoring cases improved 

by 4 days and timeliness of motoring cases 

improved by 6 days. 

 

Summary motoring offences take around 

61days more than non-motoring offences. 

Motoring Offences take longer in London compared to the national average. 

 

Summary motoring offences take around 14 days longer than the national average.  Reducing summary 

motoring cases by 14 days would bring London's overall timeliness down in line with the national average. 
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London Timeliness by offence – Rolling Year to June 2014 

OFFENCE TO COMPLETION TIMES (days) 

(conviction rates also shown in brackets where available) 

Offence group Magistrates Crown court 

MOPAC 7 

Theft From Person  128 286.13 

Violence With Injury 118 (69.1%)** 278 (67.1%)** 

Burglary 115 (83.8%) 203 (79.5%) 

Criminal Damage  112 (82.5%) 314 (89.2%) 

Theft of Vehicle 109 286 

Robbery  106 (77.3%) 233 (77.1%) 

Theft from Vehicle 91 187 

Other Offences  

Rape 269 602 

Other Sexual Offences  180 530 

Theft from Person offences take longer to complete 

in Magistrates courts compared to all the other 

MOPAC 7 offences.  Such cases have the longest 

“Charge to First Listing” times  and the second 

longest “First Listing to Completion” times 

compared to all the other MOPAC 7 offences. 

Offence to completion (days) timeliness by offence type in 

Magistrates Courts 

 Within all MOPAC 7 offences , Burglaries  take the 

longest time from “Offence to Charge“. 

  

 Rape cases take the longest times amongst all the 

offences listed.  Such cases are mainly affected by 

the “Offence to Charge” times.  Rape cases take 

on average 2 weeks to be listed in Magistrates’ 

courts 
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** Conviction rate is for Violence Against Person instead of Violence With Injury 

Note:  The offence groups presented do not match the Home Office 
Offence groups which are used by both the Home Office and the MoJ. 



National comparison – Burglaries & robberies 

Further analysis of the data showed that the East LJA took the longest time to complete burglary cases compared to all 

other LJAs.  

 

Although, the East LJA has a lower number of burglary defendants than South LJA, and North LJA.  Burglary cases in East 

LJA took over 28 days longer than the South LJA and over 37 days longer than the North LJA. 

 

The issue being encountered in East London LJA is in their “First Listing to Completion” times for burglary cases which is 

almost twice as long as the London average. 
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Burglary cases take longer to complete in London 

compared to England & Wales.  

 

In July 2013 - June 2014, burglary cases took on 

average 21 days more  to complete in London Crown 

Courts compared to E & W and 14 days longer in 

London Magistrates’ Courts. 

 

Robbery cases took longer to complete in London 

Crown courts compared to all E & W Crown courts 

average. In July 13 - June 14, robbery cases took on 

average 233 days to complete in London Crown 

courts (19 days longer than E & W) and 106 days in 

Magistrates' courts (12days less than E & W). 



National comparison – Burglaries & robberies 

Out of all burglary cases in Magistrates courts in the year ending to June 14, 71% were adult charged cases compared to 

4.2% in the case of robbery.  

 

The data shows that police arrests and charges robbers quicker than they do with burglars.  But robbery cases take longer in 

court than burglary cases ( +9.5 days).   

Robbery cases take less time in London 

Magistrates’ Courts compared  to E & W 

Magistrates’ Courts but a reverse trend is 

seen in burglaries.   

 

Offence to completion (days) timeliness for robberies and Burglary cases in 

London Magistrates Courts and E & W (Jul 13 – Jun 14) 

8 Robbery Offences are indictable only and are all sent to be tried at Crown Courts  



TRIAL EFFECTIVENESS 

 London continues to have the highest effective trial rate in the country. Year to date performance is 53.1% against 

the national average of  45.1%. (year to date is 52.7% in Magistrates’ and 59.6% in Crown courts. London is first in both 

jurisdictions.) 

 

 Ineffective trials have reduced to below 19% this year and better than last year’s performance which was 19.2% . 

 

 Cracked trials remain low, below 30% compared to last year (31.4%).  

 

 With almost 1,900 ineffective trials in Apr – Jun 2014, the aim must be to reduce such trials in order to reduce overall delay 

and timeliness. 

 

 Central Criminal Court had the highest effective rate (70.1% )among all London crown Courts and Woolwich  the lowest 

(52.2%). 

 

 The South west LJA had the best effective trial rate of 64.1% although it recorded the longest completion times among all 

London LJAs and the North East recorded the worst effective trial rate with 45.2%.  In terms of volume, East LJA had the 

highest number of ineffective and cracked trials, 391 and 314 respectively. 

In Apr – Jun 14, there were  

 3,131 cracked trials in London (585 in Crown courts and 2,546 in Magistrates’ Courts). 

 1,879 ineffective trials in London (322 in Crown courts and 1,557 in Magistrates’ Courts) 

 350 of the ineffective trials were due to the prosecution witness being absent  

 291 of the ineffective trials were due to the defendant absent or the defendant witness absent. 

 648 of the cracked trials were due to prosecution witness absent. 
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Impact of Transforming Summary Justice (TSJ) on offences 

Aim: 
To ensure a speedy, efficient summary Justice 

process by: 

 

Brigading first hearings into guilty plea and not 

guilty plea hearings so that they are listed in 

separate courtrooms 

 

Ensuring proportionate file build by police so 

that prosecutor in court has sufficient 

information to present facts on  a guilty plea 

and case manage a not guilty plea 

 

Enabling deployment of specialist prosecutors 

and trained judiciary in case management 

course 

 

Ensuring training in place for police to properly 

identify a guilty plea and not guilty plea case 

 

Enabling  sufficient time for police to build a 

not guilt case file and Crown Prosecution 

Service to review it 

 

Dedicated wi fi facilities at court to speed up 

receipt of Case Papers digitally 

 

Dedicated police presence for not guilty courts 

either present or supporting virtually  

 

Potential benefits: 

 

 Reduce time from charge to first hearing to: 

 

 14 days in guilty plea cases 

 28 days in not guilty cases (14 days in 

domestic abuse cases) 

 

 Earlier Guilty pleas 

 

 More effective trials 

 

 Reduce  adjournments and churn thus 

improving delays in  hearing a case 

 

 Special measures supporting victims and 

witnesses put in place at first hearings 
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OFFENDER ANALYSIS 



Offenders through the Criminal justice System 

Indicative analysis conducted by MOPAC based upon a sample of 6083 London 

offenders (inc. gang members, those arrested in the London Disorder, IOM 

offenders, Sexual offenders) and all of their offences between 2011 – 2013. (N= 

39,000 offences) showed that  

 Overall the process was speedier through 'juvenile courts' – 

particularly for 'offence – arrest'. 

 Differences exist in 'timeliness' through the system around youth 

justice 

12 PNC data analysis, MOPAC 



Gang members through the Criminal justice System 

Indicative analysis conducted by MOPAC 

The chart below shows the average number of days FOR GANG MEMBERS through the CJS:  

 'offence' → 'arrest' → 'conviction' plotted by number of court appearances. 

 As the number of sentencing occasions in court increases the timeliness increases . 

 

 This emphasises the need to prioritise getting high harm prolific offenders quicker through the courts.     
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• In particular IOMs are arrested much quicker than previously - the gap between 'conducting the 

offence' and 'being arrested'– quicker by 15 days on average (from 21 days prior to IOM start to 6 

days on average to be arrested subsequent to IOM).  
 

• Little change between 'arrest' and 'conviction' (e.g. CJ proxy) only 3 days quicker.                       

Gap in respect to CJ prioritisation on such a heavy demand group.  

 

IOM’s – arrested quicker, speed through CJ little change.  

       Total Speed  Offences PRE and POST     'Offence-Arrest'      'Arrest-Conviction‘      
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Wanted offenders, those on bail and those failing to appear at court 
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Wanted offenders are those known suspects to police who have not been caught.  

The longer the police takes to catch these wanted offenders, the more the impact on 

the timeliness from offence to charge .  As of the 10th of November 2014, the MPS 

had 5,167 wanted offenders with 61% wanted for more than 90 days. 

There are 14,358 offenders on police bail which can eventually have an impact on the 

timeliness if they fail to appear at the end of bail (as of 14th of November 2014). 

There are just over 5,000 offenders who have failed to appear at either Magistrates’ 

or Crown court at their court date.  These individuals  are already through the Criminal 

Justice System (as of 14th of November 2014). 


